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nine Jesus Tradition," and "Jesus: Various Modes of Under
standing." Dobschiitz refuses to rob the teaching or its spir
itual content because of the eschatological form which it some-
times assumes. He rightly declines to make the eschatological
element the fundamental one in the teaching of Christ. The
book is a good 'antidote to Schweitzer's The Qnest of the His
torical j esus,
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:Mr. Jones has drone a valuable piece of work in a pains
taking and scholarly manner. It is not an entirely new field,
for the speeches of Paul receive a good deal of attention in the
commentaries on Acts. Prof. Percy Gardner has an able chap
ter on the subject in the recent Cambridge Biblical Essays.
But no one else has worked out all the details with as much
care as is here done. The hook is inevitably a 'bit out of joint
because of being confined to Paul's speeches, 'but the effect is
reassuring as to the historical accuracy of Luke reporting
Paul's addresses. With minute care Mr. Jones examines all
the objections raised and gives every detail so that one may
see tho force of the argument. It is a most satisfactory per
formance 'and the book utilizes fresh knowledge from Blass,
Harnack, Ramsay, and others. One is impressed also with the
skill of Paul as a master of assemblies. He was an orator in
the true sense of that much abused term.
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'Dh() author addresses himself with much ability to the in
terpretation of Paul's theodicy in Rom. 9-11 as the key to
the understanding of the Epistle 'and, in truth, of Paul's Gos
pel. He holds to the historico-theological interpretation. The
correct interpretation of these chapters is confessedly difficult,
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